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2018 We are a team of designers with 
multi-disciplinary fields from Graphic 
design, Packaging design to Product 
and Interactive design.

 We explore opportunity to create new 
experience for the Branded products 
and service. Having the best time out 
of it as our work and play is combined.
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NUVOLA
Contemporary style integrated with traditional Italian 
culture. Serious and Sophisticated about our cuisine yet 
smartly playful about the atmosphere and service. 
Warm-heartedly welcomes anyone, anytime to any section 
of the place as everywhere is part of the home.

PROJECT :







NUVOL A



NUVOL A



SMILES
Founded by a jazz artist and her devotion to music, she 
wants to create a place that represents her passion and 
vision.This is the jazz club that welcomes musicians and 
audiences to share the music experiences together in the 
contemporary settings of Bangkok.

SILVER WINNER
IDA International Design Awards (2013)
Los Angeles, USA

SILVER WINNER
IDA International Design Awards (2013)
Los Angeles, USA

PROJECT :
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Srifa bakery, the local bakery from Kanchanaburi district
who has been serving products to both local and tourists in 
the region.With their experience in developing high quality
pastries and bakery since 1986, Srifa Bakery promise to
always deliver the delicious delicacy and bringing joy and
delight to their customers.

SRIFA BAKERY
PROJECT :
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The serviced condo/hotel in the prime location of Phuket, 
Thailand where modern lifestyle meets with the serene 
scape of Surin and Bangtao beaches. Representing the 
modern architectural structure that captures the natural 
aspects inside. It can be perceived both ways as a window 
frame that looks out to opportunity and prosperity of 
sunshine or a vertical architecture that captures a leaf inside

ARIA PHUKET
PROJECT :
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The Emperor House, the creator of elegant homes with
specialty in classical styles. Offering the best value by
their team of expertise, creating more than just a house
but a phenomenon for their clients and their families.

EMPEROR
PROJECT :



EMPEROR
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As the leading importer of industrial laundry system, TIL has 
been well renowned for their passinoated service and strong 
family business. Passing on to the second generation, the 
owner would like to update their brand image to communi-
cate that TIL is always up-to-date with their service, technol-
ogy and international renowned product range.

THAI INTER LAUNDRY
PROJECT :



BEFORE

AFTER

Thai Inter Laundry
Dependable Name in Laundry Business

TIL



TIL
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DATA POWER has been well known for their colorful power 
outlet models that were popular for the lifestyle buyers such as 
university students. For this product range, the new design 
uses plastic pouch instead of blister pack for a younger look 
and emphasizes on the concept of connectivity, as the power 
outlet is the hub that connects power to electrical devices. 
Therefore, using dynamic gradient color strips to represent the 
delivery of power and also connect the branded products 
together when placed on the shelf. Creating an impactful 
perspective at the point of purchase and offering new twist of 
creativity for the electrical power outlet product category.

DATA POWER
PROJECT :



DATA



BEFORE AFTER

DATA



SEASONSOUND
Season Sound, the new generation of lighting and sounds 
system service for hire. The combination of precision 
control, lightning power and solid tunes, the crew creates 
dynamic ambient for the event. Make it the electric 
moment for everyone to share and enjoy.

PROJECT :

DESIGN EXELLENCE
20TH ANNUAL COMMUNICATOR AWARDS (2014) 
PRINT & DESIGN : COPERATE IDENTITY DESIGN
KENTUCKY, USA



SE A SON SOUND
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The surveillance system and IP Camera brand which use 
its guarding eyes watching over the property, acting as the 
protector for the users. 

VIZER
PROJECT :
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OCCURA's name came from the combination of “Occuli” and 
“Cura” which mean “curing of the eye”. The core passion of 
OCCURA is to ease the customers’ eyesight condition by 
recommending the optimal eyewear solution for each 
individual customer according to their unique lifestyle.
The identity is inspired by vesica piscis, the eye shape and 
the letter "O" as OCCURA requires both art and science to 
prescribe the aesthetically enhancing frames and correct 
optometric solution.

OCCURA
PROJECT :





OCCURA







A Tribute Concert For His Majesty, King Bhumibol Adulya-
dej, On The Occasion Of His Royal 88Th Birthday At Aksra 
Theatre Kingpower On 4Th Of December

JAZZ FOR KING
PROJECT :
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Mellow Motif, the Thai Jazz artist with a brazillian flare in 
their musical interpretations. As their Third recording album, 
they have created new experience for their fans by having all 
songs recorded Live with the audiences witnessing the 
process in the same hall. Therefore, it became hybrid of 
concert event and recording session with the outcome of 
their CD/DVD album.

MELLOW MOTIF ǀ AO VIVO!
PROJECT :
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The official annual HuaHin Jazz Festival 2014 at Suan 
Rachinee National Park, on the 26th July 2014. Enjoying the 
music by the sand and the accompanying wave sounds.

JAZZ UP HUA HIN
PROJECT :
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Across Asia and the Pacific, transgender people face signifi-
cant stigma and discrimination which prevents them from 
accessing the HIV and health services they need. Everyone 
has the right to live a full and healthy life with dignity. 

APTN
PROJECT :
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the Social network platform that connects Friends and let 
them share clothes for different occasions. Offering conve-
nience and confidence for girls. Solving the trouble of finding 
dresses, save budget and create stronger bonds between 
friends.Finding the perfect outfit for that special event 
becomes a fun moment users can do with their friends.

INFINIT CLOSET
PROJECT :
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Lifestyle Shoes for younger generation who look forward to 
go out and share experience together. Go out and have fun, 
just follow your moods.

MOODS
PROJECT :
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PROJECT :

GUILCHY
The trusted clip-on eyewear since 1989. Focusing on 
functionality, durability and comfort for the users.
Practical for all occasions, being both the optical eyewear 
and sunglasses in one design.

PROJECT :

RECOGNITION 2014 
REBRAND 100 GLOBAL AWARDS





GUILCHY



GUILCHY



Craft Beer by Boonrawd Brewery with the name from 
“Established 1933” which is the year of Singha beer origin. 
With its craft production and uniquely sophisticated taste, 
the brand intend to create the exclusive experience event 
to communicate that “Craft” is more than just a process, it 
is the lifestyle choice.

EST.33 / EXPERIENCE
PROJECT :
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Subbranded Eyewears By Guilchy With New Concepts And 
Styles To Create Diversity For Its Range Of Products. 
Instead Of Using Models For The Advert Images, The Brand 
Use Art Direction Photography To Create New Visuality.

WPR : KEY VISUAL
PROJECT :
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WPR : KEY VISUAL



The famous DIY pancakes restaurant from Portland, 
Oregon has opened its first branch in Thailand. Located in 
Phromphong area, next to Emquartier, near the Japanese 
community. Therefore, the brand has to adopt its commu-
nication style to suit with the local people in that area.

SLAPPY CAKES 
PROJECT :
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Fat U Burger
Homemade burger with quality ingredients and unique 
taste that when you take a bite you won't care any less 
about diet. "Fat U! That's why"
Creating a photogenic packaging to hold the burger and 
cater for take away yet communicate the red cow identity 
of the brand.

FAT U BURGER
PROJECT :
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